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Preface

212._e_yety Yowl_ -Im aired Child is a collection of 5 papers
selected from those presented at the Fifth Congress of the World
Federation of the Deaf, Warsaw, 1967. These papers were collected
and compiled by the Alexander Graham Dell Association for the Deaf,
Washington, D. C. Other Collections of papers from the Congress have
been compiled and are available from the ERIC Document Reproductton
Service. Other collections announced in this issue of Research in
Education may be found by consulting the Institution Index under World
Federation of the Deaf or the Subject Index under aurally handicapped.
Titles of these other collections are:

Communication Methods for the Hearing Impaired
Cultural Activities for the Deaf
Diagnosis of Hearing Loss
Education for the Hearing Impaired (Auditorily Impaired)
Psychology of Deafness
Rehabilitation of Hearing
Sociological Aspects of Deafness
Training and Qualifications (Teachers and Workers for the Deaf)
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THE VERT YOUNG HEARING m, IMPAIRED CHILD

/The paper/

So.far9 in the history of our aivilizabionp man thinks

better with words than with any other medium; including

mental imageso Ability to think in a Iroguage and to speak

it gives man hmman identification() The child who cannot

learn the language of the community through hearing should

be given every opportunity to enjoy his language heritage;

The child born with a severe hearing loss or,who develops -

such a loss.in early childhood will never acquire the nece

ssaby language skills unless he is trained and educated to

do soo He must be trained to understand spoken language and

to speak it inelligently and intelligibly0

. Even the most profoundly deaf childe of socallea "normal"

intelligence; can be taught to "sie almcat any word; but

this is not eugh0 He must learn tl apeak the language at

a.thinking level* It-is a simple enough matte)! to show a

little.child a ball'or a picture of a balls to train him to

lipread the word and eventually to say ito It is quite

another matter to train bia to understand cndeuse correctly

the.mtre abstertv4 language forms which yours henring cliii
dren,understand and use with.caseo We cannot "shvw"him .

ne",.and "wilro Much he must learn in coute2t0 Many of

tWe@sentiala dnd much, a the essenge of language can be

brought to him while be is still in tbe earliest foxmative

yearso
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To-day the guidance of hearing-impaired children

beginsv on a much broader scale than ever before; it

infancy and the early preschool years. For children with
sensoryc-neural or "nerve" deafness, the only avenue to

integration into the heating world so far is through skilled

guidance in the home and in the MVO structured environ-
ments of the preschool clinic and nursery school.

Ne2as.of Hearin&yandingmed.Ohildrek,

Important areas to be considered in working towards

adequsfTe guidance of these children include: early discovery

and accurate diagnosis; proper referrals; the fitting,

wearing and continuous good use Of hearing aids; guidance

of parents.thrm4h consultation; observation and discussion

groups, required and held reguarly; preparatory work with

infant and parent; entrance of the"child when ready; possi-

bly at age two; into a nursery school designed to meet the
"40, u.ndt ranyymels, 00eA

uw. out) %/Ai tomv .1.40 wpuwe %*111 Q&Aus

trained and qualified to manage the tasks involve&

Diva:very of.im2Eirment

Logically enoughv the alert parent tends to be the ±

1

first one to suspect deafness in the infant or young child.

The line of referral then usually proceeds from family

doctor to otologist to an audiological services centre and

perhaps a hetiring aid dealer and finally to a preschool

clinic for the deaf and hard of hearing. In most cases,

recommendation.of a suitable, wearable heating aid is

almst routine; If an audiological centre exists in the

community, referral theme relieves the parent of the rather

bewildering task of deciang on "which" hearing aid to buy0

Most preschools are not equippedfor hearing aid selection,

and on general principle do not consider themselved in s

position to .vecommend one hearing aid over another., .

Testing of the hearing of very young childreOcan be

problematicalv evell f,or the expert. On the whol, workers

who are throughly auquainted with children as children, as

well as with deathessv tend to be most successful in diagnosis
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in referrals9 in program planning9 and in training. In

the ease of the infant and very young child, accurate' -

diagnosis is not necessarily synonymous with accurate mea-
surement of the hearing loss. Indeed, anyone demanding
an "accurate" measurement of the hearing at su6h early
ages before referring the child known to have a hearing
loss in.some.degree for the necessary training, may arrive

at a decision too late for the best possible advantage to

be taken of the early leaning years. Initially; the im-

portant finding is not that the child has a 70 decibel loss

at a certain frequency or a loss of 80 decibels at another

frequency9 but thst he has a hearing loss. Any hearing

loss is a serious matter, particularly in young children,

and it should be dealt with expertly immediately it is

discovered, and in all probability long before all the

detailes of the loss are known.

Use.Effieoging.Ailg.

A properly fitted and suitable hearing aid can be of

great benefit to the young deaf or hard of hearing child.

It may do much to alleviate, even el/minate; some of the

problems created by the handicap.. It nannot, however, be

a panacea for all problems° It cannot turn the child into

one with normal hearing; it cannot do his learning for him;

it cannot replace education and guidance; and it cannot

take over the responsibilities of parents and teachers

It is merely an,aid. .Nevertheless, used intelligently

under direction, its value can be inestimable°

Parent Ht12.And CmnRelllps

& strong presOlool program includes guidance of the

parents of the hearingAaandicapped children; Provision

should be made for parents tt) observe all the adldren under

various conditions, group play as well as indtvidual ins-

tru3tion. Parents may even participate at a "teaching"

level. This9,however9 should be done to strengthen the

role a the parent9 not to use her na volunteer help nor

to replace the role cf the professionally trained teacher.



Group discussions, held regularly9 possibly once a week9
give pal:ents an oppertunity to share their problems and

successes with ono another9 and to bemme more knowledgeable

abcAlt deafness and children° As a result9 more parents

became realistia about plans and expectations° There tends
to be less rejection of identifiaation with deafness They

begin to realize that burying the hearing aid 'under alothing9

whereby it becames quite useless; doesn°t buLly the deafness

They recognize the folly of expecting a young ahild with.

impaired hearing to acquire basic9 oral.cummuniaation skills

by the. mere Ray of plaaing him in a bearing cavironment9

and eqpipping him with a hearing aid0. Most leaders in

preschool.guidance of the deaf and hard o heariug agree that

the yooperaticn of the parents° under good direction, is

tha strongest facror in favour of suacess0.

En Ontario9 alone; ahildren as young es five months

have been fltted cut with wearable bearing aids after dis-

fontry of the deafness9 and started sn a training program°

Possibly; at thls moment; younger ones are being given the

EMEB aavantage0 Many individuals ask9 "Matever can one do

with a decf baby?" Probably the most iftportant thingi)to

be done is to enaturage the parents tc) do with this child

what they wmld have done had he had normal hearing°

Parents talk to their hearing babies for many mmths before

the filzt ward is appraximated0 Parents must talk to their

hearing impaired children; show them what is bei*g talked

abcutp.and give them opport4ntty to oegpcndp even etf the

responce is no =IN) than zeaWaing out for a tny car utter

ing Ithe mat unintelligible soundo This is the beginning

of understanding cind communioatione This very early expo-

sure to oral communicaticn is highly inctrumental in help-

ing the child tc nkve cway gram the °:)oalizations, charac-

teristic cf the infant, to verbalizatims which are caw-,

posed cf actual spec02 sounds°. The developxont of all the

senses, including vallatever hearing mcl exist; through expo-

sure to spoken lansuage9 sence training experiences and

good relationships; helps the young deaf or hard of hearing



child to.operate closer to peak: potentiql in interpreting

life about himo. He is given what is required.te develop

physicallyD.emptitnally socially end intellectually as a

whcle being;.

INEWIX42/1021.M2g ChileswanloRment

By the time he is old enough to profit by attendance

in a hurssry school, at two or three years of age; usually

helms begun to use few words ccrrectly, and his under-,

standing of spdkem language is sufficient to make him feel

more capablet and more in communication with his fellow

beingsc; Once is the nursery school he learns to live and

play with his peers9 to understand and use the lanSuag of

play; and to receive attentively mnre specifie training in

oral language undee-the trained teacher; -Teachers working

with.these children9 whether as nuvsery school teachers or

teachers of the deaf; should be able to do so comfortably

at m.hiow verba levelo at.the same time they kmow how to

ureate situations whereby each ohild has an opportunity to

reply; to .comment and to questiono

As the little child with the bearing loss becomes

more competent veNbally9 and learns t© think through bis

problems with language, he becomes better able to control

his envirobment and his own actions° The three-yearmold

deaf or hard of hearing child whose taining was begun in

infancy or before bis seccnd birthdny tends to be more-like

a three-yearmlad inball respects tho.1 in the five-Ifearc.old

with the bearing loss;.whoee trainiLs was started at age

fom; like a fivemlear oleic; Oral 1nPguage skills promote

maturity;

Ls long cs the.ve ars heazing-iimpaired childrenv there

will be Woe win 3re dullp avorage and brilliant; and

tho3e ggivm glyzd homes cr ctherwise; Results cf education

and kome guidauoe will 7/axy also Children with secondary

handlaxn and Wse matiply handicaPpedt partioularly

where thesc; additIcnal handicaps are oevtreo will need

attention whi&th moat presazols fi.)r deaf and hard of hearing
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children are not equipped to givet;. Nevertheless, deafness

still cvists as one pf the handicaps, and wheva the child
cannot be ebtered in a niumery school with deaf children;

he nay be able to attend a preschool clinic for the deaf

and hard of hearing with his mother px father periodically,

and one or both parents should attend the uentre to observe

the other .children and participate in the parente'classeso

As professionally trained workers and paltents review

their goals, their discouragements and their IlDpes, that).

are constantly reminded that justras the hearing aid

cannot take ever.all fanetz of required preschzol training,.

tleither uan preschool guidance, even of the highest nalibre;

eliminate the need for good training and education all the

way to adulthoodo Even with the latter, we r)anapt expect

that all deaf and hard of hearing children will eventually

become university graduates, any more than we can expect

this in a henring pepulationo. Nevertheless, as more 11311-

dren with hearing handicaps,are embarked on programs, designed

to meet all needs, in.infancy and very oarly ohillhDod, and

aa education at more advanced ?.evels gan be stepped up as

a result, we can be hopeful that more hearing-impaired

individuals will addeve at mre highly skilled levels,

aaademically and vocationally/ and thms be better prepared

for living in a hearing world.
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THE ORGANISATION &ND awns OF EDUCATION/al WORK FOR DSILF

CHILDREN AT THS PRESCHOOL &GS

.
/The paper/

It_is utmost important and of the most considerable

value that p.hearing handicapped'claild is diagnosed in

early childhood._

Out of 25 counties in Sweden 6 have establiehed

bearing clinics with departments foi .child audiology;

Hearing handicapped children can be referred to these clinic$,

from the_whol.e_country0_ Any treatment is,freeo.

The fundamental base.for securing full development_

of theSe childrenle the audiological work being performed

by.a teem const*ting of medical, technical and educational

specialists',

The team at.the child department of the audiological

clinic_at Karolinska sjukhuset in Stockholm consists of a

professor. .of child aUdiology; a social worker and specially

trained:preschool teaahers; One of them .is apecialized on

child audiometry- The staff.contains also child ppycholo-_.

gists and.an engineer;_ At other clinics the doctor might be .

an audiologist, not specialized in child audiology, and more

of the responsibility is taken by a*ptidagogic consulant who

is a trained teacher of the deaf:

As soon as the preliminary diagnosis has been underta-

ken the guidance and first outlines for educational treat-

ment age given; Thereafter the diagnpptis is regarded as
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a follow-up work with regular chedking on a great many

aspects; Careful notes; diaries and records from the

basin; for discussions in staff meetings-0

The technical aid is adapted.both to every single

child and for group work* Before any particular hearing

aid is.chosen it's in Sweden regarded as most important

to...develop a:child's listening attitude by speech "ad
or

conchae° Therefore in most cases an intensive auditory

training ialstarted in early childhood*.

An.indtvidual hearing aid is given free to every

single.child and it's very carefully.chosen with regard

to the-childs-bearing.loss0. Binaural as well as monaural

aid can be given,*(;- Recently it's been found by regular

control.ofthe technical quality of the individual aids-

of_all pupils at a school for the kgeaft.that.the teacher's

daily_checkingmust be extended to reroular assistance by

technical experts;.., ...

If a small child for one reason or.other does not

like ah individual bearing aid; a portable amplifier with

big headphones /type Transett 7040/ sometimes is used by_

parents and/or home-visiting teacher* After a period.of_

regular training most of the #earing-handicapped children_

get a listening_attited and become accustomed to use their

individual aids..0.

Group_amplifiers and low systems are used in the

pre-schools-,Nowadays a number of Swedish preschools.for

hearing handicapped children are..:being integrated with .,...

ordinary presc400ls for children, aged five.to seven.years0

Sudh a.preschool takes a reduced nuMber of children at a. -

time;.usually 16 .instead of.200_ Pour to six children might

be:A/nearing impaired* The.school is provided like 0.0 ordi-
nary preschool, but the acoustic milieu.is carefully arranged

-411Mr
a loup.is adapted* _Tbs.ordinary staff is en1arged:47 a. --

specially.trained, preschool,teacher, whe handles.equipments

as group amplifier, tape recorder, instruments for rythmic

training etc;
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Fog ahildren not reaahing the listening attitude some

pilot studiee haTe been carried out with the Swedish tran-

aposer0..The use of visual aids9 ma the so-called Swedidh

Lucia.9 seem to be too atificial an approaah fog preschool

6bi1dren0

_The sooial wogk is conentrated on giving informatinn

to parents and family about the hearing loss and about

financial suppogt- As soon as a bearing-loss is detected -

it might be as early as at birth-- the work for the dhild

is-started by parent information.° The doctor and the social

wokker-try to solve-the initial problems and build a base

for.the parentp.s work with their uhilC The presaDol

teacher concentrates on observations to find out about the

chiles_needsp whether the-child is multiply handicapped;

has a progresstle he:7-Ting loss.etc

--.-Courses-for parents are avaible to both father and

motherr.and supported by free-travels and accomodation as

well as compensation of other kinds of-outlays:b. Am a rule

a-course-lasts.for a week and.is marked by a strict and

objective information about hearingjiandicap;) Different-

lectures are given.by specialis* Counseling and guidange

are-given.witA regard to the situation of the family; .

parents and-child; It°s regarded as most important that

parents.meet with other parents; Today there are a .

number.of parents associatins cooperating in a fguitful

way with the authorities

The theory at a parents omgse is accompanied by

demonstrations and practicalpreparations of material :Mc

language teaching and speeab4maining°

_ _ The.Swedish social whfaxe syHtem gives a series of .

privileges to families with handicapped children; Not,only

the.hAaring aid is free but also thir maintenance of

A bearing handilapped child might be placed earlier-than

a.hearing 6hild in a poeschool fog the matter of social

adjustment°. .Elamept the parent°0 course the authorities

might pay lectures at meetings arranged parents associa-

tions0 Special technical aids in connection with telephenet



doorcqbell or television are free..Re8ently it was decided

that a family with a hearing handicapped ahild aged one.

yea=.or more should get a state support of 3 300 swedish

crowns a yearo.. The saial worker is responstble for

giving information about all kinds of social support t©
the family()

During,the last ten years a great number of hearing.

handicapped.ahildren have managed to attend ordinary sablo-
ols as a result of the early training; The heavv burden
of the parents is obviousv but a successful work by a
homecovisiting preschool teacher can be a wonderful reliefs

If_the teacher aan share.her knowLodge with tha mother_im

a warm and triendly athmosOhere half the battle is %ono
The teacher.can gradually start sensa training; language

tral..ning; lip-reading and whatever else the ailes heed
mighb-be.o. The .homemvisiting teaahtr.suggesOnew

ties with regard-to the chiles development; .Towards the
badkground of success with many children the failures with

a special group of children are mare evident than_before;

This group Gf children does not communicate as expecte&
Some of them are multip4, handicapped children, mentally

retarded; emotionally disturbed or otherwiss diffiaulto
For those children no special.msthods are advisedo-but

it.is declared that 142.102114ummatijakkal.and any. .

method that can help the zhild is acceptable; Otherwise..

the method recommended for the work with premihool hearing

handicapped children is an oral method using systematic

auditory training and lipreadine,as bases Zor language

development and.spontaneous speech*

Compulsory sahool starts &t the age of seven when

mast heaving handicapped ahildren have attendiJd the ovlunc,

tery presahool at least during two years; Ths estab1i8hp,

ment of a great number of iLtegrated prezahbnl has made

it pcssible for met ahildren to live in their hams;

A small number of claildren ane plaaed in foster-Auzass

during the wedkdays or live in Warding sahools
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Language develmment, speechF-training and rythmic.

trainiiig are important in the preschool but it is also said

that.the adjustmtnt to a life as hearing-handlcapped in a

hearing world must start in the preschool;

_The fo4.lowup diagnostic work during the preschool

age ends with performance testing and audiometry*. it's

suggested that a child should be sent to a special school
for the deaf /a.boarding-school/ contact is 'taken with

parents and teachers to facilitate the changes;

Preschool teacheks for hearing handicapped children

are.all4rained preschool teachers with additional one ...

years .course -In the future this teacher training program.
will.be lengthntid with half a.year maihly to give the.future

aoher.opportunities to rbudy diagnostics and methods for
home-visiting work.
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SPEECH FORMATION IN TEE YOUNG DEAF CHILD

/The paper/x/

The essential purpose in rehabilitation for the

young deaf child has been to accustom it to comprehend

lingual signals and then use themo The articulation -

method of speech formation is ill fitted for the develop-

ment of speech perception in a small deaf child9 for this..

does not afford a satisfactory nudber of interesting infor-

mation about the immediate surroundings of the child9 and

does not provide for its mental development.0 Speech de-

velopment in,tht small deaf child should have a similar

oourse as the speech development in a healthy and

woommimierommento66romissaectimeew.o. r=3;

x/ Elaborated partl4i under the co-operation between the
Scientific Councll to thaoMinister of Health and
Welfar'ét-an4 thn Children s Bureau MEN - Project

W4emOB-3 InsW.luVe of Mother and 011il40 ,
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normally hearing child, in whom always accurs first the

period of just comprehending speech/1/ and only then

appears the spontaneous :verbal expression.

The method of speech formation in the young deaf

child has to be based on transmission of verbal informam

tion about the world it lives in, to rouse the child's

interest in it, this method must tend to davelop the

child's communicativeness; provide for general mental

and psychological development9 Since the deaf child in

contacts withaingual signals encounters specific dif--

ficulties, ensued from the limited possibilities of percep

tion, the illustrated here method oit speech forming in

det4 children puts the main emp.hasis on the indispen-

sability.of multiple; more frequent repetition of the

same.2hrases and words with Which the child must get

acquinted. . "

.
-At the Otolaryngologic Clinic of the Institute of

Mother and Child in Warsaw; have been elaborated sets

of .texts consisting of phrases and expressions intended

for communication with the young deaf child brought-up

in its family. The phrases and expressions appearing

in.these texts concern food, plays, hygienic habits;

dressing up, taking walks, etc'. In texts designed for

later periods of rehabilitation, there are also intro

duped expressions relating to the closer and farther

environment of the child - the flat; the pare, the...

courtyard, the.street; the shop, the field, the forest,

the.road, etc., expressions relating to phenomena of

nature and social life. All these .expressions and phrases

have the.form of simple messages, questions, or reports

for inst.:

Daj Gdzio mama? To tatué.
Givo your handl Where is mamma? This is daddy°

Zjedz bulkv! Gdzie mass oko? Iala épi.

Eat the roll! Where is your 1170 The doll sleeps*
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Here.are used the verbal forms generally oacurring in the

speedh of children at the age from 1 to 4 years°. These-

forms have been selected with the aid of existing elabo-

rations on child's speech/2/, and with consideration

to the.deaf child's limited possibilities in the scope

of perceiving lingual signals() Therefore in texts iutanded

for use in rooms tor rehabilitation prevail shert verbal

forms, mono- or .two-syllable ones; distinctly differen-

tiated with regards to the visnal sot of the speakers

mouth; for inst;):

mama - tatus! Jo " PiSe daj weA

mammajm daddy, 'mos - drinks, give -.take,

longer verbal toms more difficults to lipmead, are .

gradually.introduced in later texts() Similarly are in-

troduced longer and more complicated phrases and ex

pressionso. For instance in texts .intended for us in

thelaitial period.of work with the child; consist of

expressions such ass

To lata Gdzie Isla? Pokat lalQ!

This is a doll Where is the*doll? Show:the doll!

Lala ópi .

.The doll sleeps

Meter are brought in more complicated phrases, tAnstos

Pokat gdzie Isla apt! PodadA lal9 w

Show *hero the doll sleeps! Seat the doll into the perampo
.bulator!

These texts consist of three partso The first part is

intended basically for children from 1 to 2 years of ageo

It comprises about 100 verbal forms used within the cam-,

Pass of simple phrases zsonstructing a fUll qlosed in

moaning utterane0 These phrases always require response

from the child, simb they ane.mstly questions, sudh ass

Gdzie mama? Gdzie lala? Gdzie kotek?

Where is mamma? Where is the doll? Where is the kitty?



lookat mam91 Pokat lalci Pokat kotkal
Show mamma/ Show the doll! Show the.kittyl

Of course at first the response of the child occurs with.

Iveonsiderable help from the person working with it. For
eqample.while.askings Mere in the doll?. the mother or

the person whO conducts-the training shouIdd touch the

doll with the child's hand and repeat several timest
.

here, here.is the doll. This is a doll. And only after

a Imonger application of.these kind of exercises, the-.

child wiXl be able to respond to the messages Show the
doll! pointing at the doll b itself 4.04 4

: The second part of texts is intended for use with.

the child in its 3rd year of life./24-36 monthei; It.is,.

a.mare.comprehensive part introducing about 200-necrverbal

forms used in longer and more extended expressions than

phrases appearing in the.first one.. 0,

.Frequently are there applied prepositional phrases
/3/1 sUch as: m.-The doll sits in the pram. The dog lies

under the..tables Strew the sand into the budket/_

The.themes of the texts are also extendedo .Along.with.

phrases relating to,sames; food, habitual hygienic Luna

time, there is introduced a number of expressions re .

lating to the closer and farther environment.Of the 01149

such as the flat, Parc, garden9 field; courtyardo.forest,

etc. Names of animals and some plants /cow, fidh, bird,-

tree,.flowert, and expressions relating to various objects

/names of sole colours; discriptions of dtmensions tc's".

. In-the third part prepared for children at the age

of 4 /36-48 months/9 there are introduced about 400 *ore
verbal forms concerOmg in the first place the .farther

environment of .the child my such ass the street, town,

shop;,plapnamena of nature; elements of landscape, etco.._

appearing in still more comprehensive expressions. Here

are.also introduced more names for parts of:the humah

body /initiated in the first part of texts/9 names of

parts'of clothing, parts of plants, etc;)
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There have purposely not been introduced into the

text the so called childlike words or expressions /hypo-

coristic Or the like,/, in a limited scope are used di-

minutives so freely used by adults in contacts with

children* Thus in the texts appear expressions:

Daj ,r9k9% .17161 butyl Gdzie lala?

Give the hand! Put on the shoes! Where is the doll?

deizieTplee

Where is.the dog? - but not such as - Where is the doggy?

Poltsh language has an ample amount of diminutives

used frequently/.

The total.number of verbal forms lab. 700/ appear-

ing in'the texts, is less than the number of verbal forms

acquired by the normally hearing child within the period

tram 1 t 11. years /ab0 1500/, but this however suffices

to sommunicate with the child in basic situations, and

on essential subjects of its interest, and to develop In

the child the habit of communication with the environment

by means of speech. . & great emphasis is put on possibly

frequent and constant repetition of the same expressions

and phrases - but of course in relation to the same situa-

tions and in connection with the same fragments of reality

which-they concern, and also in appropriately arranged

games, .

It is necessary to apply some expressions and

phrases in.connection with toys and pictures illustrating

fragments of reality to which these exPreeeions refer

thus forming in the child ADre general notions, foinsto

when.using the phrase - This car it must refer as well to

the car in the street, at; to the c r in the picturn, and

to the toy-car*

In the course of rehabilitation a great emphasis

must be on sensitizing the child to visual stimuli;

specially essential is directing its attention to the

motions of the lips and jaw of the speaker* It is nec-

essary to train the chiles efficiency in con4entrating
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all attention, perceptibility, capability to differen-

tiate objects and phenomena, promote its motor efficiency,

sense of rhythm, etc. Very significant is also drawing

the child's attention to auditory impressions and afford

ing them to it Af.inst. sounds of instruments sudh as a

drum, a triw1316, etc*/ even, if the hearing loss is

very sigrificant0

In practice the aforesaid methods are not always

applied for rehabilitation of the young children at tbs

age from 1 to 4 years* For conclusive is the develop

mental age of the child and the degree of its speedh

mastering* If the child does not speak being 3 or older,

the rehabilitation starts from texts intended for the

youngest children, adequately adapted to the interest

and mental capacity of the chil.& In these cases con

ducting the rehabilitation with the'application of texts

provides favourable results*
Ihaim4iism /VIA nn17 arm evr. n-yeax nlA wintAnil

picture operator with a primary education, and the 23

-year old mother with a secondary education, not working

professionally; the family is living in a district town

sitUated in the distance of 100 km from Warsaw/ had been

referred to the Dispensary at the Institute of Mother

and Child, in November 19650 Bilateral deafness

/responded to loud sounds of aArnmi was then diag med.

Be was 2 yeirs old, but psychological tests showed signi-

ficant general retardation, and so the developmental age

corresponded to the development of a 15-month child* Be

did not speak, he was not capable to concentrate his

attention on his mother's ltps0. The work started wi h

training intellectual efficiency in the child; and with

explaining to the mother the role of rehabilitatlon*

To the mother had been introduced the texts for teaching

speech to children with auditory impairment /primarily

the first part/ and she, was advised, that in all

contacts with the child appxopriately to situation
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to..use the phrases and -expressions _listed- in these texts.
TI;Le mother what ought to-be especially emphasized - with
the_ utmost acmpulosity fulfilled the recommendations;,

after 5 mo,nths of primary trainiii and constant
Contact-With speechp Marius started to pay attention to .

the lips-of people speakjng to .him. /March 1966/. Then his
specially intensive braining started, exercising some phra-

.

see and.expressions-- where.is_mamma? Whare-is daddy? ---

Show mamma! Show daddy! After a motith:of training April
1966/ the-boy,7when flaked: AVhere is ,mamma? Show, maMmai -

Where_is.daddy! - managed 'correctly to point-At_mother-and

fatherialso in photographs/(> In-one month more; to verbal

messageS he-managed.correctly to_respond by pointing at

3parts of his face'and as well parts of other people's--

facesand-tha doll'stoo0 .In June 1966, he had understood

verbal.messages referring.to toys /gtve the car, gtve the

doll, give-the -teddy bear, give the.ball, etc0/0 Within-

this very period,.sporadically; also started the applica--

tion_and exercising easier fragments-of texts intended.for

children.at the.age of 2 to 3 years ce, and so phrases and

expressions..consisting of numbers from 1 tQ 41 names of ,

pieces-of furniture; same names of animals0. In October 1966,

Mariusz understood messages referring to some'pieces of

furniture /give the chair; show the table; show the-lamp;

show the waxdrobeh when asked he could differentiate in

pictures domestio-animals.and same of their functions

/f;inst;_he_managed correcUy to point at at a picture.

Showing a horse and cow, could point at where the horse is

standing,.whore the cow is eating/9 be pointed at and difg-

ferentiated vehisleala ear, peratbulator,

bicycle, tramway, train/0 In November 1966, to verbal

messagess. Draw a doll!: Draw a house! Draw a train!,

the_boy drew these.objects, and also added to these Sketches

for.the.dolls-evis, ears; hair and hands, and to the -

houses and trains -..windows, doors and chimneys-with smoke

over them0 He understands longer messages; For instance
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when-asked: Show where the boy eats.dinnerl he correctly

points at the picture0-

Also in this very period, atter 12 months of exer-

cising verbal perception, and aft,er 7 months from the.

moment when.he started to concentrate on the speaker's

mouth, it had,been ascertainedo.that Mariusz was begin-

ning_to speak° _Spontaneously was developing in hla the

Verbal.expression and the use.of words: mamma; daddy;

doll; car, bird, and he also started drawing up his lips

to pronounce words: tramway, train, chimney, wheels*

The next psychological and logopedic tests in

January 19679 /a year after his first examination/ when

Mariusz was 3 &ears old, proved that his mental develop-

ment exceeds his actual age and correspond to standards

of more or less 4 years of age Thus the retardation

'diagnosed a year ago compensated fully.* Matiusz enters

eagerly lingual contacts with his mother and otheb:

people,.cheerfully.trains speech*.Ate himself demands_

to-be spoken.to, asks names of objeCts*. Spontaneously -

usessingle words; does not construct sentences yetl.but

understands many longer phrases - even those whidh have

notjmen exercised with.him, but just frequently repeated

/fAnst0 phraies and expressions referring.to clothes/0

-The cape of Mariusz and other not cited here

chil.dren, show the purposefulness for rebabilitation.work

with.theelaborated, in the Otolaryngologic Clinic of the.

Instletute.of Mother and Ohildvmethod of developing speech

in the young child with auditory impairment°

.The-texts for teaching speech indicate what and

also,how to speak to the child; They provide for using

language in a manner which enables the child to acquire
.

words, phrases and expressions° If the child is constant-

ly in_contact with some expressions, then gradually it

starts to_recognize them, relate to situations and fra&-

ments.of.reality to which they refer, finally the.child

starts by itself to produce lingurl signals° At first



these signals are simplified and distorted /similarly as-

with normally hearing iihildren when they .begin o. assimis-

late.speecht, but.understood by the family; In order to

advance speaking skills;-apart from. speaking to.the.child

about.everything that eurrounds-it;.indispensible

intensive work.on.particular phrases and expressions, and

arranging exercises on a definite theme /f.inst; dressing
0

ups eatingt.etta.
, _The crieria of the child's progress are tests

conducted with the use of control..texts consisting of

a basis_niimber of phrases and expressions which had been

exercisei-with the childf: Worth pointing out is that in

this period.of rehabilitation there are not applied -

exercises for correcting the pronunciation, but the aim;

first .of,a11; is to provide the.child for eontacts with

the environment by means of speech.
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RECEPTIVE LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT IN TBE DEAF INFANT

/Language Behavior of the 10-24 Month Old Deal Infant/

/The paper/

The problem encountered by the educator ih developing

language in the deaf child constitutes a great challenge.. The

impact of deafness on all aspicts of behavior has long been

recognized and studied by those in tht field. Probably no one

aspect has been more "unstudied" yet more in need of study

than that of language behavior. While there are norms available

on the language development of the nortially hearing, particul-

arly oral expressive, there have been few investigations of

the language growth of deaf children, receptively or expres-

sively.

Recently linguists have made intensive study of the acquis-

sition,and development of language in the normally heAring.

Tape recordings of the utterances of very young children ana-

lyzed quan.p.itatively and structurally /Menyuh, Weir, Brown

and Ervin/ are providing new insights inte.the process through

which the child acquires his native language.. The child's in-

nate capacity for language /McNeil/ is hypothesized to be not

restricted to the hearing alone. Pivot and open class words

leading to the formulation of kernels /sentences/ and to trans-

formations may have significance in early language training

when used as initial input for the hearing impaired infant.

Linguistic competence may appear at younger ages if a degree

of structure is employed.

With earlier diagnosis of hearing impairment at the neonate

age, it is crucial that teachers have valid evidence rather

than subjective judgment upon which to base their early
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language insetruction. Vexing questions have been posed for

some time. At what age does the infant begin to speechread?

What are the factors involved in speechreading readiness?

Of what should the input be? Should the initial input be

structured to facilitate the acquisition of early language?

In an attempt to determine the answers to some of tAiese

questions, developing speechreading was studied.

Prgoedures

A timed sampling of behavior was selected as an appropria-

te technique, Time units of 10 minutet duration were arbitra-

rily selected and the spacing regulated to alternate 10 minute

intervals during the usual therapy s.ession, The target pheno-

mena were selected to provide data on specific aspects of

behavior and were semi-coded to ensure objective judgments,

Further, the specific procedures for quantifying the informa-

tion were determined, A group of five graduate students was

instructed in the techniques and procedures to be employed,

While this type of timed sampling permits observers to

attend to "the behavior stream" and provides a systematic con-

trol of the selected target phenomena, it does have several

inadequacies as a methode For example, when the observers sat

behind a one way vision mirror some of the child's behaidor

was on occasion blocked from view particularly in the type

of activity which fostered mobility, With a recorder in'the

same room a visual distraction was introduced. With the excep-

tion of five time samplings, the recorders sat in the observa-

tion room behind a one-way vision mirror. Stop watches were

used for timing.

Tha.lakiA0

Pamela was initially diagnosed as hearing impaired when

she was 9 months and 16 days old. Using the Oaten Infant

4cale, her mental capacity was determined to be well within

normal limits, her Social Quotient as measured by the Vlne

land Social Maturity Scale was 104. Auditory testing indica-

ted profound deafness. Using calibrated noisemakers 1" from

the ear, responses were noted at 80 to 90 db. Free field tes-

ting with pure tones resulted in observable responses at 500

ops at an intensity level ot 80 db ASA. No responses were



made to frequencies of 1000 cps or above.

Genetic development was normal. Sitting was established at

6 months, but walking had not been initiated. Although there

was no previous history of deafness, Pamela"s next older si-

bling, a two and one half year old boy, uas deaf. There were

'541 other siblings in the familyl_seven and a half and four and

a half year old girls. The pregnancy had been normal and the-

re were no indications of involvemsnt other than peripheral

deafness,

Target Phenomena: The behavior studied included:/1/ the

frequency and duration of eye contacts; /2/ the stages of

readiness for speechreading;./3/ the rate of utterance of ths

therapist; /4/ the quantity and extent of speechreading with

and without situational clues, receptive language; /5/ the

quantity of verbal output of the therapist in a me sampling
of 5 minute periods recorded on a Wollinsak; /6/ evidence of

inner language development; /7/ receptive aud expressive use

of gesture languagenonverbal communication; and /8/ recor-

ding of the oral expressive output of the child.

It vas postulated that by correlating the rata of utterance

of the speaker with the average duration of the child's eye

contac.t, the input cotIld be controlled.. The vocabulary was to

be based on the heard or receptive language of the normally

hearing child aecording to Gesell's norms,i

Pt...,11L'estatal2.23.14122.1ng

During the first three sessions /July 19, August 3, August

16/ techniques for talLing to Pam were demonstrated to .the

mother; particular emphasis was placed on the use of a balloon

to develop vibratory tactile awareness of voice with the
0

balloon held in such a manner that the mother s lips oeald

be observed, 354 well. Because of the chiles appropriate garb
a small dram was used for tactile-vibratory stimulation placed

in contact with the child's bare feeto On two separate occa-

sions during the training session the infant initiated the

therapists' 2.-beat pattern on the drum when she was tea months
of age.

1/ Ges3ll, Ao and Amatrude, C. Devkluarasntal Diagnosis.
New Yorkt Darper and Bros.: 19471 427-447.



A table model Ambco unit was used both in therapy and at home
to provide as much auditory experience as possible, prior to
the fitting of an individual hearing aid. The Language used
pertained to tbe development of body concept, Pam6.11 own name
/which is actually easier to speechread than this pseudonyn/,
mama, daddy, and appropriate commands.

Therapy was resumed during the first week of October after
an interval of six weeks.

Elagkram

1. At the 10 to 11 month stage eye contact was negligible;
body contact with the mother was quite frequent; visual con-
tact was directed towards the whole face; vocalizations were
frequent when the balloon or the Ambco unit were used:feed-
back being established.

Table

Receptive Language Development
Frequency of Bye Contact

14 Months

Time Unit 2 3 4 5

With-Therapist 25 31 26 33 '27'
With Mbther 13 14 7 5 8
With Recorder 4 1i

Totdl 38 45 33 42 46

Mean number of.eye.contacts 41

2. Table I indicates the frequency of eye contact during
five time units of ten minutes duration during-the-month of
October.- At that point no attempt was made to measure the

duration of contact only the T,requency. There are two factors
to be noted here: first, the decreasing heed to seek the
mother$'s approval and the developing relationship with the
therapist; second, the el:feet of having a third adult, a recor
der in the same room was a visual distraction and doubtless

reduced the number of eye contacts with the therapist. To con-
sider the contacts with the therapist increased by the Cows
taets with the third adult a more accurate assessment of the
readiness for input is obtained*



Table II

Expressive Language Development
Incidence of Gesture aud Vocalization

14 Months

Time 3jp4 1 2 3

Pushing-
Pulling
Pointing

Spontaneous
Vocajization

3 1

1111111011111 16

a

18

111011111104

Table 11 illustrates the dependence upon a pingle gesture

and the emergence of spontaneous vocalizeltion. Ile other ges .

tures were used at this time. An important and astute obser-

vation was made by Pams mother when she said, "Pam, first

looks at your eyes to see if you're there, and then she looks

at your mouth to see what you re saying.

In early October Pam was attending te the eyes primarily

but by October 24 her attention was more frequently directed

to the lips. Inner language was good. She associated the light

switch with the light, the hearing aid with vocalization, the

mirror with the imitation of tongue movements and facial ex.

pressions. Discrimination of the colors red and yeilogr was

emerging in the manipulation of objegts.

She could follow directions with gesture:

Piek'up the blocks,
.Band me:the stick
Come over here. /12N/x
Sit doun /12N/
No,

Give it to me. /12N/
Pick it up
Dye-bye.
Waving byeTbye /10N/

Expressively several of these same gestures were used ing.

eluding "No" and ores" in the home situation and in therapy

but did not always oecum during the time period of observa-

tion.

At this point the use of the five observers was initiated

in a more structured observational recording situation. The

therapist's rate of utterance was determined to be three

syllables per second and a language list /p.13/ was used

Gesell, A. p.9121.212a9Aal. plaaraglet
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based on the samples of three syllables per second so that

the utterance would be complete when the child glanced at

the therapist's mouth.

At i5 months the normally hearing child communicates by

gesture and Jargon, U. is more finished in his behavioral

organization. Gesell's, normative data reveal that the child

with hearing offers and shows his toys, turns the page. of

a book, begins to recognize pictures, a dog, a shoe, eta.,

indicates his wants and vocalizes, With ramela 15 months

marked significant growth in language behavior. Inner langua-

ge continued to develop. Receptive language was marked by

deliberate attention to the lips and focusing of attention

on the lips until the therapist ceased speaking. Howevtry

there was noticeable increase in visual scanning and explora-

tory behavior. Understanding of eyes,, nose, mouth, shoe, baLy

doll, etc. was apparent, Language input was aided by the use

of the Ambco auditory training unit almost constantly during

the hour long sescion. Eye contact was best when she was sea-

ted at the table which she voluntarily did, At this time she

was aware of sound and pointed to her earphones when a loud

vas introduced. Thas, she had achieved auditorilly the primi-

tive level of hearing.

expressively during the first three weeks of Nbvember there

was both increase in vocalization and the development of new

gestures:

Waving bye-?bye /goodnight/ to the doll. A questioning
gesthre,

Throwing a kisse . Ueing to &loci)
Where is it?:It s all gone, I want,

Vocalizations to indicate pleasure, happiness, etc. were rea-

dily used, In addition there was an attemTt made to say "sLoo"

and "lijlt" These speech approximation& thus indicate that

she was at least imitating these movements on the lips and

was gaining from auditory clues, The level of comprehension

at this stage could be determined only by appropriately rela-

ting her speech approximation to the immediate situation. By

the tim she was 15 months 2 weeks old a plateau in eXpressive

language appearedc. This wa$ cerrola:kd with incroased expicra-

torzr behavior vLqeh would cvnl in th6 normlly hearing child

aff.ect lan uage lsnrniLgo At this time, 15 months, 3 weeho,
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a vocalization developed which remained constant throughout

the study, one made on inhalation. Until this time there had

been no evidence of any mis-use of the speech mechanisms. It

was a pleasurable experience for her tactilely and kinesthe-

tically. In spite of her increased activity Pam continued to

turn to the therapict even as she played throughout the room.

Table III represents the number of eye contacts recorded

by each of the five observers. As can be seen, four of the

five observers were in good agreement. By inspection alone

then we might conclude that these observations ehow good re-

liability.

Table III
Mean Number of Eye Contacts

per Observer For Total Timed Uhits

Observer 2 3

worevrigorimosuotamiumnipmpoisorammoWni

4 5

298. 53 44401 26 25

MSdian

Of significance is the finding that 85% of the time

during which the child related to a single therapist there

wEs sufficient opportunity for input of 2 secondior longer.

At any given period 55% of the tims she was mobilized to

perceive what was on the lips.

At 16-1/2 months, however, occurred A startling demonstra

tion of the establishment of referential meaning. At this

session while revlewing the parts of the face with a large

puzzle Pam pointed to the mouth on the puzzle figure and

then looked at the therapist, The word was repeated again and

Pam put her foot on the table requesting the name for its

The therapist repeated "shoe" several times, and Pam looked

each time from her shoe to the therapist's mouth. Then she

went to a jar or bubble soap ana again pointed to OA thera-

pist's mouth. She went around the room in similar fashion,

first touching au object and then pointing to and looking at

the therapist's mouth, When she was satisfied, she returned

to her chair and continued her lesson, It was obvious that

while for some reeks she had been responding appropriately to

commands, to words representative cf cbtlects, reierential

meaning had not been established. Speeohl'eading devoleped

rapidly oubsequently.



From 12418 months Pamela was continuing to demonstrate lan-

guage behavior that was somewhat comparable to that of the
normal3T hearing. She could recognize through speeehreading
and make speech approximations parts of the face, could un-

derstand commands with gesture /as does tho normal 18 month
old/, "and had her own "words" for foods, clothing and com-
mands,

ExpressiVely the vocalization on inhalaton aontinued
strongly and vas accompanied by a facial expression denoting
delight or surprise.

Of particular enjoyment was story telling when Pam en-
joyed being "read to" with her face close to the therapist's°

This period was marked by increased duration of meaningful

eye contact, improved speechreading, and a lessening of de-

pendence upon tactile input. Tactile stimulation had been

pleasurable from the first session in July until February.

She could imitate simple rhythms of 3 beats but never beyond

3. During this same period of growth she attempted to recount

a story, using gesture and vocalization concerning a situa
tion not present. While she used some of the objects in the

room such as cookies, a doll. etc, to explain her story,she

was obviously attempting to relate an experience or au anti

cipated experience, beyond the limits of the room.

To recapitulate, receptive language included at this
stage:."

Sit down.
Stand up.
Kick the ball.
Mouth
Eye

BwrpresSive language included

Eye
Ear
Mouth
Schoe
Light

Gesture language was decreasing but iacluaed seemintay more
complex forms:

Light
Peck-a-boo
Hide your eyes.
Name

speech approximations for:

Mom
Daddy
Moo /cow/
poods

Where is il?
Look! /Inta4n of breath/
Clappinm hands /Gina/



Table IV indicates the duration of eye contacts at 15 months

and at 18 months. It is obvious that the increase in mobility

and the addition of children in the therapy situation decreased

the opportunity to speechread.

Table V
Emergent,Gesture Lpguage

11,1101111111111111Ilmomm....../.7.1............
15 Months niS Months

Pointing
Reaching
Questioning
Bye-bye
No
Yes
Blowing a kiss
Peek-a-boo
Pushing
Shrugging
Fall down
Takina away the earphones
Pulling

70%
27%

46%
18%
6%
13%

At 26 months of age results of four time samplings in-

dicate the effects of exploratory behavior and Mobility'.

Table VI

Tine in Seconds Percent

53%
2" 22%
3 II

4" .40,6%.
511 4.6%.
6" 29%
.9" 10%IMMONIIIIMMOMOMMUNVOIMM

Opportunity for input *ia the visual modality was conside-

rably reduced with,53% of the eye contacts of one second

or less duration. At the same time gesture continued to be

represented by pointing and questioning with gestures for

up, surprise, and offering emergent.

Developmental schedules /Gesell/ for the normally

hearing child at 24 months of age include: 3 word sentences,

naming 3 pictures, identifying 5 pictures, and verbalizing

about immediate'experience, referring to self by name, pa-

rallel play and domestic mimicry. Pamela met these standards,

however using as noted above gesture aad speech approxima-

tions to relate experiences out of the immediate environment.
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SUCcessful speechreading in phrases or ehort sentences

!included 32 words.

Ten

/Woo

thumb
mouth
nose
eye
sock
iiik
fall down
bye bye
cfar

sleep
collie
bed
egg
Cow
baby
hair?

no
yes
dog
teddy bear
pants
shirt
jump
up
down
risk
light
cookie
hot
spoon
candy
oun name

speech approximations consistently used included:

wz-A

for cow, shoe, bye, mama, eyes mouth,- light, ears*mi

for mine; me, and baby.

Using both a table unit and an individual aid awareness

of sound and gross discrimination were established within

the first month of training* Transfer to a group unit was

made with ut interference.

9201stkaa

Study of the reception of oral language by a deaf infant

from the age of ten Months to 26 months suggests the need

for controlled investigations of the language acquisition of

the deaf infant, the optimum.period for visual input, the

number of repetitions necessary, and linguistic analysis of

types of input to'establish early "sentence sense" and the

expected oral approximation.

The development of speechreading in tha deaf infant follows

sequentially in these phases:

1.1 Identification.
H.:Awareness of person beyond the satisfaction of

-physiological needs.
II.Attending to the eyes.
IV. Attanding to the mouth.
V. Aftredéss of the association between object and

lipMOvements.
Imitation,of movement*

VII. SymbOlic$1elrel /referential/ with situational clues*
VIII. Symbolic'level without situational clues,
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It is possible that the ,child may advance to the symbolic

level earlier if the input is matched te the duration of

the child's visual contact and if the utterance consists of

pivot and open class words initially.

Further invesitigations to provide normeltivt data and the

establishment of the liguistie age of the deaf infant and

the optimum means for developing liguistie competency using

initially both visual and auditory structured input are un-

derway,

Language Li1,3't.,3,6......Montba...

It fell down.
Baby do4.1.
Bye-Bye:
I love You.
Rock the.baby /4/
Sit down
Come here
Give it.to me /4/
Screw it on
Pick;it up
That's.fine
Go to Sleep
Some more?
No
Close your eyes
Cookie
Look here
/ look./
Prety baby
That s a good girl

Rdok the baby /4/
Give it.to me /4/
M4y-,I:havo'it?/4/
Let s give the baby a bath /7/
Turn,on the light
Here's a blue bead /4/
Put it in the box /5/
Cover the baby /5/.
Kiss the baby /4/
Put it in the box /5/
Cover the baby /5/
KissAhe baby /4/

. Do you.want a cookie? /6/
Woqd you like some more? /5/
Dow vet it in your mouth?

s a big girl. /5/* .

IEFF4are your eyes? /4/
Baloys going to bed./6/
Do you want that? /4/
What do you want.? /4/
Pull off the pants /4/
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POSSIBILITIES OF EARLY REHABILITATION OF THE SMALL DEAF

.CHILD ILITS HOME ENVIRONMENT AND WITH THE GUIDANCE OF

THE LUDIOLOGICREHABILITATION CENTRE

/The paper/'

. This paper is to present primiplea, PirrlaA arvi

methods of work of the Audiologicaehabilitation Dispen-

Emmy for children with bearing ivairment, the small deaf

child and its family0

Hers will be discussed the work with children with.

severs auditory impairment, at the age of infancy up to 40

It is a group_of children previously not comprised cOth the

care of kindergartens or any other organized diagnostic

rehapilitation guidance0 However, it is admitted that the

period up to 4 years of age is most favourable for rehabi-

litation of the deaf child, and for creating by other

analizers a compensation system cf the injured auditory

analizer0 The work of the D7.spensary is based on the

ao-operation with the parents° As a principle - the work

with the 'child is carried on by its mother, and the Digpen-

sarvinstructs the mother and trains the child0 adapting the

programme to individual capacities of the child and family,

gives training materials in the form of homework, and checks

on means of their realization0
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The aim of the Diapensary is to maximally employ the

petentialo of the child and its envimonaento For the

families the Centmal Dispensary prepares appropriate met-I

hodical matazials and-instruAtions adapted for particular.

age.groups of thlidmenv-so that the.lamgeat possible group

of spaially deaf ahildren could attain the dkill of

cmilmunication with their natural environment, and if the

child is not affli@ted with any other handicap besides.

deafness, it.could attent sahool with children of normal

hearing* .

. In contactsbetween the family of the deaf child

and.the Dispensary @an be singled out two stagess

4,e period of anamnesis and diagnostic examination, and

2/ the period a co=operation with the family and

gni:tang the rehabilitation of the doild(L

The first stage has the pugpose to obtain a pcs

sibly fmll Zede2i of enviromental gtsnditions, hitherta

gsnemal development and the actual health of the child,

its mental-leva and speaking skills deVelopmento The

RegaTi is .6gmpi1ed according to a set scheme of a health

meaogd, and P.movides documantation in its social, medical,

psyabalogical and.logepedis parts; Next the ahild.is

takcz under obsemvatiln, and through examinations and tests

gt the oto;Laryng©loglst, audiologist, psychologist, phonie

tN10,.logopedtat, cad other speclistg4.if.nacessary.0

With evezy child fram the age of infanay cr at the tins

gE olHet osf heavtng pabmezt t ustd a tenporcxy hearing

8A0 stivfe tha &tailed audislogiul tests determining the

auditK7 V.e1i aw asemis of the co9hlear organ prove not

E-4n,us4sfmr1 with bhildren mt 4 yeto

The seaQnd st6se ha,13 the taok to prepare the parents

f';:Q theL wk *ith the Aild wad bt,nduoting the respeattve

xshabllitatitno To the paratto at:e.hauded papphlets on

general .$11.1.1d devE-lopment and aonsevem;es kvf auditoil

impaimento PePiodiAally ag;a fomwai:ded to them boWtlets

elabnRated as "Lettexa vla bringing lp the deaf ahild"D
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which are an adaption to the Polish language of the "Corres-

pondence from ITohn Tracy Clinic"0 In specially difficult

cases, apart from the individual instructions at the Dispen-

sary - home visitations follow. All examinations and coun-
selling are free of charge* Applied are principles of.

active.counselIing parents are called to the Dispenscry for
the appointed visits, without waiting for their own initia-
tiveo

The staff of the Central Audiologic-Behabilitation

Dispensar7 comprising; an otolaryngolecist; audiologist,

phoniatrist, phonetician, ps7chologist anti logopedist, have
elaborated a set of training exercises, whisia,form a basis
for co-cpexatiol between the mother and thlobispensaryo

Thus, has Ivan elaborated the programme.off dovelognent for

the.child 094 years of age, and fa!: this alp the texts
.

comprising a fund of notions and suggestions for magea and
training situations &ad also the audituy rehabilitation

programme has been prepared.. .

At the nispeneary, the mother, during tnr.successive

visits receives restcctive sets of exe:cisee for home

training concerning; devonnt of psycht-Tereetive func-

tions, memnry, concentration, thought, motoric.efficiency

and auditory training - exercises on the differention of

rhythm, pitch, intensity, and timbre of sounds() Speech

training is based on principles of physiological develop-

ment of speaking skills in hearing childreno In the first

stage, often up to 2 and 3 years of age, it means combining

visual designation or some partioaar situation with verbal

messages lipread by the child from the speakerps moutho

Uter a zhcrt ox longer period of development of the so

called passive speech, spontaneously o.:2 with the aid of the

legovaltst emerges, the st called active speecth, that is

expvessivtnesso & phonetic analisic of oral expres-

sions and agtivulation training are not accessible fez' n

2-3 years old Wall& Speech oorrefotic4 is conducted with
children mt before they are 4 cr older.



Oral training educates ia.uuderstanding speechv

employing the auditor: and visual perception;- Mothers -

axe recommended to.canduet Muttons exorcises of apeeche

respirapery4aui weal organs° .--- .

The Jpehabilitatica of the vase is basod-ca prin!=

ciples.of-Staximal.eatploitatica-of the vocal =ebonies 1,e3

aaroprieba resplraticp phonetical) the aerial oavtties

and the-thorax; Ma 23 reams old dhildveh with a signifi

eant-losa ct boaringv.the traiuing is started with oxar4i-

sem et the weals and phonetica of some acnantac; -With

wisam exisksimits_iswokked out the-plaaing-cf.the child's

/vices) end basio.tcemed t tmaining the accent is speedh

1.0e.o.the ghythno iritsusit/ and pita; The traicing cf. ,

cxtiguleticia a soulusted later') whea the Wittli is appmD.

paiatel/ Lt_the same tta* worli ca amplifying the

2ansa a valoco.bas to.bo ouudusted0.---

Egomptive to-the child's dovtacpmental age9 to the

711011k4) EN* an* gagnviste Rebabilitaticv recommontas=._

titucp whiga as mat to.cam cut et all natural situa-

ti5nie ewued fiwcAn dcay.funotiouvo Apart fram that the

mOter getii a list; ct rehabilitatimplays and gamess'o

Beaides mtbndiAal and tionsultive wogk with children

(of the' P0A0D.0 Oentpm in.thsiv4v1, countRyg the Central

PeAdtolgzi@c-aebabillt2ti= Dtspenscx7 osrms as a Distaut

Almpensany the toit7 nf Wsmoaw and its pravinatt

els© fto thei) tkose (:],the dUistziAs 5f Kie14,0.whems infants

via 4hildgen tv to 14 vam5, (Df m:qe'fflimittado.

Vilthing pextd timm L964 ttll tha end ef 3anually

1)670 tv, Dlopiaim4 frilam '4*,101,a sn'oRdlnat9 megt=0. had

smitia ahildn sw3pci4t.A Gf hEisting 'Apairmente

etsz dgx/lrotIgl pz;idmuK1s0 Impaiment had been

f qzni L.2 E4t17,A0 TU,R &s;:l'AP atIqeg, s tvnlgh analicis

31c151 pktr\gMstd. elii171.1ats pibiliKeta cf 6Ev2741 Eohabili-

kn (t)f cL2fqt:.t Ui hr,m,*) enTircnment End with the

avItdaina nnd ©f tts Mspenza40
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The number of respective age groups; as fo11ows8

Table 1

Age groups

Children born in 1962 -28
...... ......

1311

Children boin in 1963 17
,.......... ic.-.1.............7.;. ...........4............... ............1............,

dhildren born in 1964 9
1 ..

0........,......,=,...
... ..1.. . .........; '...........;........

i Children born in 1965 1 i 4
111...,=,... ...... .. ....... ......114.=............

n Children born in 1966 I , 2
71 7, . . .

IMMOW11114a7100008,ManIMOCIWOOW;a40 ............ TIONOINOOMMOWNWIMMOWNICWWIROCIO
. r e . .Total GO

..........7,................ .........c.......).,=,

This comparison shows, that within the initiating

years pf the Dispensarylls work only in single cases, bed

been referred children less than 3 years of age These

children hed been tested according to schemata elaborated

bythe staff of the_Dispensary0 The audiological tests

iirtAiatelds lubarillm impairment of GO db.in 3 children,. .

hearing 10ss,cf 60c-80 db in 20 children, residual bearing

below 80 db ow lack of response.tc sounds in the remaining

group vf 37 children.. In respective age groups the results

of auditory texts Om'

_Table 2

Hearing loss in db.
pirac-Ale,04*M.MOSnometsWW-mownwEs

0illearl loos. in,
d

pli4OCS,MWESEOMMIWOWSMOMOOOMMOWOOMM

oar;'60 db
sommemot721...moimmitcimusc*Miklommim

c; 80 db

. Tomoomoss:ilocrimiatmmemo / Totalm.212424;211,1140_1n:
1962 193

4- -

-

10 1 7
soppcfseismommactrAwMmuswammirmo memiemMilimm10timm

19644.12E24.1966..a,"4,00.1
1. , A- . 3 .

IMMNOWSTWOMOW

1- /11- f-20

.51bova.80 db' 18 1 ; 9 . 2 ! : 2 37
u sommon sommormomframmaimmom

&a mmulto it the aforesaid group of dhildrent the.psycho

logioal testa shrw about 50 percent of children developed

within the,standsrd limit; about 40 percent with mental

,veterdaticn, and around 10 percent with mental handicapst;
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lifter a years's work under tho guidance of the .

Dispensary, about 13 percent of children from the group

of mentally retarded passed to the group of normally

developed. In the scope of developing speaking skills,

it had been defined, that in the.investigated group, none

of the children could bild sentences.. Five of them at the.

age of 34 had been.at the stage of a single word-sentence,

18 at the stage of vocalisabion, 37 could not emit a

sound..

Table 3

Degree of speech mastering

Total
1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 ......

Spontan-eous speech
ungrammatical speech
single words 3 2 5
wcalization 13 4 1 18
lack'Of skill to emit
amticulated sounds,
when commended 12 11 8 2 37
1G7 1q111011 MO M MOM MO WIN MO .......... ONO OMM MMMO M MM MOM MIN1M SMONO W M MMO 410 M Man OMONV 1010 MOM sor amover maw

V r ee or e dr
4 0 4.

The above table shows that besides tho 2.infants, /be

gest of the children are afflicted with-severe speedh

1.etardation, though for.50 percent their general develop-

nent proves no other injury. , 1

Investigated bad also been the environmental.condi-

tions, and it.praved that 15 of them ltve in Warsaw., 14 .

on Warsaw suburbs with.fine commutation to.the Dispensary,

but 31 children live in further areas of the province. In

order to oome.to the Dispensary the parents.of these chil

&en must travel a long way by bus or rai1wa7.0 Sudh a

trip takes many hours suite often it has t be started

on the day preceding the visit at the Dispensary;



Table 4

Place of inhabitation.

;

1P1ace of inhabitatiori
ra,......7.9.411dren born int

Wsrsaw '4 1" . 4 i 1

1

Warsaw sub
.

la coam
venient commuting to I

the Dispensary 4 ! 4 1 14
MW;0111. cwoulo,c_s02acicammerft2001, meriersOWTOW410U

IWaimaw provinne /vei:371
adiffiduit commuting/ c 18 9 1 3 1 31

am4mmorprowaletrememOr mosirsommilmi, ompwarrommmir,

Total 1

...1.1=p20,..laga.pk9.120

In Uhe process of rehabilitation of the deaf child,

the immensely important fantoNs are the environment's post=

sibilities to take care of the childm Professional work

of,the mother away from homes and als© house keeping,

especially in a large family with many ahildrens decreases

the cham3.of smaess of the rehabilitattcno In thl afore

snid grouply 40 out of GO mothers wait: xeofessionally,

in farming°

Table 5
Wovking wthers

i......."......,.........r...,.......................p......1.0.....

...........,...1

ilk ther, °Es o talgnupation 1 .6.24.1.-onntill.in)-i...:...1... 'To.'
11962 1963 1 1964 11965 1 1966

1...........m...1../..................... ....m. .......e....... .......0.4........

wowk Iri

or in farming
I ; I I

....1:.-...............m.7.;."am..1...m..., ......
..

I 19 12 1 4 1

E
3

1.2.....1..2. I

i 9 I 3 .3 Ll I -I.
atonally'

.

, ......

20' I
I

Do nOt Work profes 1

o.........m...m.........m.Lm.60.-- ....m.mm . ..........04.111,............. --iv,

Of no little importance is as: the education and .ths

kind of work of the parents*. Within the group of referred

children m 45.coms of woAers' familier.1 with an elementcry

a not c'mpleted elementary or seatndary educationo
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Tabel 6

The kind of the parents' occupation

- 4.1.11110 0=1 BM 011110111 Ira

i........
1 I Children born int 1 1

1 1 I Total i

i............. . ......11262..1.19611/..126*.L16511266.1. . . . ...1
I i 1 .

atysioal workers 1 24 1 "101 -7 1 *31 1 1 4 i

1

i..........4.............i........+....z,+..r.......+.
onmem.**clime orse+No em raft) witeincli

1

'Intellectual workers' 4 I

1 ' 1
71

1
2 1 11 1 1 15 1

11,....... ........ ... ......... ..... .. .. w.... ... ..-. .. .. -

-.

The.direct iNpact on.the rate and effeJts of the

rehabillation has.the frequency of visits at the Dispensary*

The number of visitb within one math shows the resultant

abilities to.conduct unaided rehabilitation of the child

in its natural environment/1 the degree of advancement in.

work of the child itself, the rate of ac4uiring the train-

ing materials, capacity of learning, eteo The frequency of

visits at the dispensavy depends.also ea.the aammuting.,..

distance, and hove circumstances( In practice, the major

parts play the two last factors, and-they diicide fox the

frequency of visite at the Dispensary°

.Table 7.

Frequency of visits at the Dicpensary

1 ..... Ot2011,0011MOMOMIMPOMMIWOMMOMMONSCliMCFMOOMOmmgCl43110100111110011WWWIWINOOROKINCJIACOMODOWOWOrliaMererpOSAIMI

i .C441dmqn

I 1-%.)e2- 3.9.5Jit.196411W,I.54.,1420.4....;.....4
.

Total'

11 visit inmw2 m;;;I:1717 2.16m Wi '51 21 2 1"
I/ ors orter ar sesewarewearremka am ow samosa 110111110144, NOM. olmrsIEVenclaboloommoallmiegscIlMoll;4M0104101100011114~AMmemmimmlui

I visit monthly 141 61 4.1 t 25

2 visits monthly t

I I I
11 11 1 1 2

1..miamomif;ww.WsomossiossaloWAMOMmolcs 67,..1.4.0sect

4 visits monthly
alikomonalearameelliema an WO SIMON allitni SC:0111101E) tat 04c_IsiocrWHO 11111+1110.11111:1611110 aesoicwawars ow4 mis w3 rim an grit q reawass epeeNI

8 visits monthly
morrommowilmollmanowmaamotiftwoftwariewiestwourpoiwwwww.mormosamen400.0006.01 4111014448Mmide1 moolifrowlin

as result of the three-year period of co-vperation of

the Dispensary with theparent4 it.can be ascertained that

in the group of 4-year childrenl seven-parents have adripted

themselves to the new tasks, vtry well°. These families

scrupulously proceed with the instructed exercises, snd on

appointed dates come to the Dispendary0 Good and intermits,/

tently sakisfactory work is conducted by 15 parents*
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The most.frequent faults pf this gvolap derive.from unsystema-

tically conducted training9 caused by cbjective reasons

itsicknessp intermittent financial pvessure etc0/0 But 14

families refused all suggestions of training their own .

childrene aweverp parents of 25 childken deolared their

readiness fs:;?, wcikp but they d(z) nct yetp know how to .aonc=

duet ite The wcrk with their ohildrenp so faro has been

accidental; "frpm time tD timenp visits to the Dispensary

unsystematL30

Table 8

Co,.operation'between parents and the Dispensar7

lOrneleMWIVICIII=111nONOIMIC2AMIWII=IOMMig1IMIMMC$09001M00,00 .."...."

nCo-cperaticn cd° it.E....,!.91,74.111.1rAnt,U8.,...r,.....,18 Totail
Irl parents
n . :illiV05) f1127 1264 R 12E5 116E.r... riv-,.........0

E
3 ; 26 *2'

- .Ibmy good
1......................f"...,-,..4.".".".......i........., 4 .........1

;Good
." . ! .3i .11. - 1

0. 0

i
2 [ 1 .6 i

1 sr^,
CAI rZi 40.611tilirefri NW OCIVVINO e'isAIN Orb Clc:KIP ICZBef aviseli le Wenn/ 1;16C 1 JliuiMf i=3 G-400. C=1 amcil ot-3734mitie toAso roil

gntcmaittently good 3 g 5 ,- 1 1 gi 1 9 .
1,(Itsm:r4t-i t t.smecAs so tzs aro matzo". maramemen ow ma liscssesi or,' me cip tro.4, =,, an t=0---- .4 J.021 2[11 el= 1000000 awl C3001013 MS 4000t3

..

Unsufficient 10 1 81 2 ; 2 2 24'
ror C"1 4oc..-i lialsto smir:-Ar ricaiewor_limoursc:5101=or.);_-ur emot_=. 4r= teklOC bruila afro t.ime -towne--ciatrinra ano morn eitaal ;No mosneours

Rasa tisfadtory 9 '11 4 14 1
C it4emer amosamin mocemediesown or (MTV Me COMO, WO C:11C311101=1 seCale. auNirp,=most,, maclo..n, irjeolo, sown eric:a 6.0 soap moo ipso sull

ResUlts in the progveas of rehabilitatIsn of this.

gzlow; has not been the subject ct this pap6rA Of importance

are some ontausi6ne ta,oncelming p bi1tti. f rehabilita

tion of the deaf childp with the mr:;is the oeleated by ua

method° Most important seems the entaisis of diffioultiect

providing fsr rectification cf fxAtz1W; in the pexicd a

developing ocunselling serviceo tl ths d afo About diffi

aulties decides

a/ the parents° lcak ef time fc1,4 engaging in tvlk with

the childp cnd thim due to p,vfessicnal w=k cf thl

wtherp large familyp cr wszt at th3 famap

b/ laok of pedarzinal_skill in_the parent cf the child

o/ addit4kna1 handicaps it the childp vetarding

making Ilehabilitation imposoiblep

di ladk of a stafiaient lngsTedi: end pedagosixal stsf2

.6ondmt indtvidual trcining with the Wand at its

home.
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The advantages of rehabilitation carried on by the

parents themselves are very numerous, significant and bene

ficial for the children, that is:.

a/ involving the parents in the action of counselling

and training in themselves the skill of getting.along

with a handicapped child a hearing invalid within

the.frame of the family,

b/ leaving the child in the family and escbew strained

situations,

c/ owing to lipreading and training speaking skillsi the

socially deal children gain possibilities of communi

cation with the world about them,

d/ through an early start of the rehabilitation process

there exist po'ssibilities of preparing the child to

live in the world of hearing people, and attend school

for heaAng children /accessible only to those children,

whose mental development and speaking skills secure

success at school for hearing children/9

c/ provides a better preparation of children with

even general mental handicaps, to special schools?

Possibilities of the early rehabilitation of the small

deaf child.in its family environment with the guidance-of.
the Dispensary:, exist.and increase thaaks po methods of

manyspecialized care, education for parents, free guidance

and counsel4ng Nevertheless results depend on many.

factors of endogenous origin and the chiles social circu

mstanceso


